Our mission is to strengthen our community through substance abuse prevention.

Our Vision is to build Meridian into a drug free community where people can safely live, work and raise a family.
assessment surveys at a lot of community events.

- Mary Liz: An additional option is to use a texting survey with the free application Socrative (www.socrative.com). There are many different phone applications that could be used; this is just an example of one. That way those who would like to answer the survey via text can vs paper. Having a tablet at community events to administer a digital survey could also be an option.

- Planning the budget for next year: We are looking at prevention efforts that are in place within the West Ada School District and opportunities to expand/enhance them. There currently are six hours total of prevention curriculum for Parent / Student education class. The goal is to use next year’s grant funding for a program educator. There is a lot of programing out there, however we need one that has a Middle School focus, is evidence based, fits well with West Ada School District.

- A program called Project Alert was one recommended the most out of the five different sources Kendall looked into. It is also one recommended by Janie Ramos.

- Even though we haven’t had marijuana legislation introduced we still need to stay on the education and prevention.

- In the future MADC may look into the idea of creating a marijuana work group. Monte said MADC would have access to Wyoming’s campaign that’s already developed and may be able to use it in our community. We don’t have a lot of billboards or busses in this city. We do have two different movie commercials, one at Majestic and one at The Village. The airport marketing has been well received. MADC also worked with KTVB to do the Friday Night’s Sports with Kids. Kendall looked at the analytics from KTVB and is going to take the time to look into it further for future efforts towards this marketing option.

- Nicole: No longer do marketing leaflets within City of Meridian bills? Kendall: Correct, we will not be doing that again this year. The funding there will be moved to other marketing strategies.

- Mary Liz Jones: knows of coalitions that have asked business to put information on their displays.

- Kendall: Just received a list of contacts for all the businesses within Meridian that have displays in front of their buildings. The idea is to partner with these businesses and put MADC information on those displays to further our messaging out into the community.

- More Youth for our coalition: Kendall is working on a MADC / MYAC School Liaison contract. This would be a group from the Mayor’s Youth Advisory Council to give youth input on MADC projects. Jodi the lead advisor of MYAC is on board, so we are working hard to make this happen. Kendall has a couple back up plans if this doesn’t work out. However with the communication and path already
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity/Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3:35  | Kendall Nagy, MADC Director  
- 7th Annual Teens & Substance Abuse Planning (2018)  
- Review of coalition structure and function using new informational board to be used at events. |
| 3:35  | Kendall Nagy, MADC Director  
- The Annual Teens & Substance Abuse Workshop will be in Meridian in 2018. What would be of value to the teachers out there? Continuing education credits will be offered. Some of the things that were mentioned by Jeanie Buschine: Marijuana facts, compressed versions of Monte’s presentation, local resources, vaping, acid, cell phone and media management. Also enforcement: understanding what legal consequences there are for drug use.  
- Another idea is to have Natural High Curriculum as part of the Teens & Substance Abuse. This curriculum is Common Core aligned and could be taught to all those participating in Teens & Substance Abuse conference from a Natural High employee. Monte: has met with Natural High before; they originated the whole program with a curriculum. Thinks this is a great idea.  
- Teaching coalition structure and function using the new informational board. The plan is to have this at our Town Halls, Coffee with the Mayor, and any other events that would benefit from seeing our information. There is information pertaining to general coalition info, the 6 elements of the SPF model, 7 strategies for community change, our target drugs which correlate to our logic models and action plan, and information available on our website. The back of the board lists MADC’s sector reps and school liaisons.  
- Required elements in each logic model are: 1) we have our problems 2) we have our “why” 3) we have our local conditions 4) seven different strategies to community change  
- Action Plan: is built from the logic models and is a specific map for implementing the selected strategies for community change including person responsible and a deadline for completion. |
| 3:45  | CEC Members: updates on MADC mission efforts within your sector. |
| 3:45  | CEC Members: updates on MADC mission efforts within your sector.  
- No updates |

3:50pm Meeting Adjourned. General MADC Meeting to follow at 4pm.  
Thank you for your leadership working to prevent substance abuse in our community!